Quarantine Quiz # 1
Reviewed: Friday, March 27
All questions are stroke play with the Central Links Golf Hard Card unless noted.
Each question is asking for a specific score on the hole and the answer may also be disqualification.

1. Todd is waiting to play on the 2nd hole, and he did not use his driver on the 1st hole. He then adjusts the settings of
his driver to what he thinks they need to be for the day. He tees off and the ball comes to rest in the fairway. Baile
then reminds him he cannot do that, so he uses his best determination to put the driver back to its original settings. He
plays from the fairway onto the green and then holes the putt. What is Todd’s score for the hole?
2. Doug’s tee shot comes to rest in a bush in the rough near the fairway and he elects to take an unplayable ball. He is
taking back-on-a-line relief and selects a reference point on the line but drops a ball two-clublengths from his selected
reference point. He then looks where he dropped and sees his next shot would be blocked by trees and decides to redrop using lateral relief. He drops within two-clublengths of the original lie in the fairway. He plays the ball onto the
green and holes the putt. What is Doug’s score for the hole?
3. Taylor’s tee shot comes to rest in the side of a green side bunker. Her stance is outside of the bunker, but in a puddle
of temporary water. She elects to take free relief and determines her nearest point of relief that is in the bunker. She
measures a one club length relief area from that point and a part of it is laterally out of the bunker. She drops into that
part of the relief area in the general area and plays the ball onto the green. She holes the putt, what is Taylor’s score
for the hole?
4. Jacque’s wayward tee shot comes to rest on the fringe of a practice green well left of the fairway. Her stance is on the
practice green, but her ball is not. She plays from there and her ball goes out of bounds. She drops another ball within
one club length of the original ball on the fringe, and her stance is once again on the practice green. She plays from
there onto the correct green, and she holes the putt. What is Jacque’s score for the hole?
5. Nelson’s tee shot heads towards OB, so he correctly announces and plays a provisional ball toward the same area. He
goes forward and finds both balls in bounds, but they are the same number with no identifying marks. Not sure what
to do, he selects ‘Ball A’ to count and plays both balls taking 3 more strokes with both balls. He reports the situation
to the committee. What is Nelson’s score for the hole?
6. Casey’s tee shot comes to rest 4 inches from the hole. He walks up, reaches across the hole, and rakes the ball back
into the hole and he tees off the next hole. What is Casey’s score for the hole?
7. Ryan’s tee shot comes to rest on the green 30 feet from the hole. He sets the flagstick on the green 10 feet to the side
of the hole. He putts the ball and it accidentally hits the flagstick and deflects into the hole. He then tees off the next
hole. What is Ryan’s score for the hole?
8. Todd’s tee shot comes to rest in a greenside bunker and he plays from there sculling it out of bounds. He takes two
practice swings touching the sand each time, then rakes his relief area smoothing the bunker. He places a ball in the
relief area in the bunker and plays onto the green and holes the putt. What is Todd’s score for the hole?
9. Baile’s tee shot hits a tree immediately and comes to rest in the teeing area against the tee marker. She removes the tee
marker; her ball does not move, and she plays the ball into the fairway. She replaces the tee marker, plays her ball onto
the green and then holes the putt. What is Baile’s score for the hole?
10. Doug’s tee shot comes to rest 3 feet from the hole but above the hole. He puts a coin down to mark the ball and
returns to his bag for a towel leaving his ball in place. As he is walking back the wind blows his ball into the hole. He
picks up his ball marker and ball then tees off the next hole. What is Doug’s score for the hole?

